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Apex Predators 

Achilles 

 

“It’s gotta stop raining eventually, don’t ya think?” Achilles asked, receiving a few sarcastic 

hums and purrs for a reply. The darecho came as torrential jungle storms often do, without 

warning and with a vengeance, though it provided a much-needed break from the sweltering 

heat. In the summer, temperature swings were extreme when it rained. Can’t catch a break, he 

swore—soaked, shivering, stomach growling—perched fifty meters up in a tall wimba tree for 

nearly the whole day while he waited for the pounding rain to stop. 

“This was a stupid idea.” 

He leaned back against the tree, trying hard to remember why he was in such a hurry to get 

back home. The only things waiting for him were the whipping he was sure to receive and more 

of the same. More of the same things he ran headlong into the jungle to escape in the first place. 

More burdens. More expectations. More nightmares. Nightmares he couldn’t recall, not entirely, 

but they burdened him just the same. Just as troubling was that he ventured into Eden in the first 

place. More so that he did so without knowing where exactly the urge came from. No. Not an 

urge…an impulse. An instinct. So deeply rooted, planted, into his subconscious, refusal to obey 

the urge would have likely caused anxiety and other emotional trauma. 

Achilles had ventured into Eden plenty of times. Mostly field trips and training exercises and 

even a few times alone. But those times, he stayed close to home. This was different. It’s as if he 

were rebelling. Great, I really don’t need to end up like Hercules—his elder brother. But still, the 

rebellion seemed to be almost against his own will. What in Gehinnom was I thinking? 
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He sighed. “This was definitely a stupid idea.” This time, Club hummed in agreement. 

“Thanks, you’re such a great help.” Club whined apologetically. “Not your fault little guy. I got 

myself into this mess all on my own.” 

Stuck several kilometers deep into Eden’s thick jungle wilderness, he briefly considered 

shifting into his bipedal half-human/half-wolve Wolven form but he lacked sufficient control to 

risk it and dressed in the typical carnotaur-pelt attire of a Myrmidon käealune—a light cuirass, 

skirt, baldric, greaves, and armguards—the armor provided little warmth for this kind of cold 

during a darecho. He cursed himself and the käealune who made the silly challenge. 

Then, just as suddenly as it began, the downpour stopped. 

“Whew” he sighed audibly. “See Club, I told you it’d be over quick.” His companion 

throbbed a sarcastic whine but before Achilles could reply, the hairs on the back of his neck 

started standing, his keen senses making him aware of an unseen danger nearby, only hidden 

from him because of the torrential rain.  

He cursed an ancient Anunnaki curse unbecoming a prince. It had snuck up behind him…and 

it was huge. 

Pulling Club from his baldric, he stroked the saska twice with his thumb, accessing its primal 

Nawālli elemental energy. The misshapen, twirling, polished mahogany staff grew from its 

dormant half-meter length to two-and-a-half-meters, curving silently into a bow as it responded 

to Achilles’s physical and emotional commands. Magically conjured from the sacred Swietenia 

tree, the rarest on Pangaea, the highly-polished saska hummed as its carved runes began to glow 

a luminescent deep-yellow, casting a warm light on his light-reddish skin: a soft earth-tone. A 
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moment later, the darker-red, enchanted runes tattooed across his body also started emitting a 

soft, reddish light. 

Slowly, he switched the bow to his left hand, fighting the urge to envision becoming the 

creature’s next meal as its warm breath hit his back: the rancid odor of its last kill sickening him. 

The creature now within a meter, he risked a glance over his shoulder and confirmed his 

suspicion—a Carcharod! The savage Dinosaur offspring of the immortal, feral Dragonae. 

Blessed Eden! he cursed. The fifty-meter-tall, fifty-ton carnivorous behemoth, boasted an 

elongated jaw filled with a seemingly endless array of meter-long, razor-sharp teeth. With long 

legs for sprinting and shortened arms for skewering, the creature existed only to devour. The 

Carcharod’s low guttural growl quickly crawled its way up Achille’s spine like a dozen creepy 

little spiders.  

Achilles could feel its hungry eyes sizing him up and prepared himself to- the creature 

lunged! Snapping several branches and cracking the stalwart tree up its length in an effort to 

assail its meal. As it snapped its massive jaws shut—its teeth missing by mere inches—Achilles 

jumped out of the tree, twisting his body to face the giant. Then he reached into the ever-

deepening well of elemental energy inside himself, accessing one of the magical energies 

available to him and pulled back on the string-less bow, its elemental frost-energy sizzling to life 

in a small swirling maelstrom of minute icy particles, then loosed an arcane blast in the form of a 

frost arrow.  

He made it frost instead of ice in an effort not to kill the creature, doubting he could with 

such a hurried spell anyway. Although they rarely came this far south, Eden was in fact their 

natural habitat and he the invader. He had no desire to violate the unspoken law among all of 
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Eden’s tribes not to kill one of the Dragonae’s myriad offspring unless they absolutely had no 

other choice. 

He loosed another two quick volleys, hitting it square in the face and the Carcharod reeled 

back, letting loose a vicious roar. Achilles twisted his body again before landing with a hard thud 

on the unyielding jungle floor: the fifty-meter fall straining his agility more than he thought it 

would. His brown eyes yellowed and his fangs protruded. Forbidden from doing so by ancient 

royal decrees, he would not, could not unleash the savage beast within, thought he could tap its 

visceral power ever-so-carefully when needed, much as he did now—a necessary part of all 

Myrmidon training. He recovered quickly, just as the creature did, and sprinted away in a frantic 

hurry, stumbling once as he did so. The angry beast in hot pursuit, it snapped at him again as he 

recovered and started to pull away.  

He himself could become a dangerous animal, two in fact, but the Carcharod was much more 

powerful and just as deadly. He jumped in a twisting turn, the creature lunging at him again, 

again missing him by a few mere inches, and shot three volleys of frost energy at the creature’s 

face and feet, slowing it just enough. Landing, he tapped into his Wolven form a little more. 

Risky, even for a high-ranking käealune apprentice. His claws out and his skin furring slightly, 

he now ran on all fours through the thick underbrush as Club, tucked back in his baldric, 

protested. Achilles ignored his companion’s complaints and kept running, leaving the monster 

quickly behind as he maneuvered through the thicket like the natural predator he was. As long as 

the Carcharod’s legs were, it could not match the speed of a Wolven, even one as young and 

inexperienced as Achilles. 
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He heard the call of the wyld beckoning him to uncage the pure savage animal trapped just 

beneath the surface. Urging him to forgo his bipedal Wolven form altogether and shift into the 

pure untamed Wolve—its allure dangerously enticing, easily feeling more natural to him than his 

human self. If he did so, he would be free from all the pressures threatening to crush his spirit. 

Free from the expectations placed on him by his birthright, his society, and much more 

dispiriting, his parents. His heart pounded and from more than just the physical exertion. He felt 

an excitement run through his entire body at the thought of leaving his human self behind. 

The wyld’s sweet, powerful voice called to him a little more. The Lupine Amulet around his 

neck called him back, a sweeter voice. Magically engineered to be. Though their usage, much 

like the modesty that requires their usage, was a developing occurrence over the last hundred 

million years, they are now in common usage among all shapeshifters on Pangaea. He pulled 

back just enough to feel the call dissipate. Allowing himself the rare opportunity to relax, he 

breathed a welcome sigh of relief. He had done it. He had finally resisted, previous failures had 

caused him a great deal of anxiety, and his father a great deal of embarrassment. And even 

though no one was around to witness it, he knew he had denied the savage animal its much-

coveted release. More importantly, he now believed he could resist it again when he needed to. 

He looked over his shoulder to assure himself he had left the Carcharod far behind and saw 

he hadn’t quite yet, though the creature seemed to be letting up. He allowed himself an inward 

smile. But he miscalculated even worse than he first realized, his premature celebration cut short 

when he hit a stump that sent him stumbling out of control, then, luckily or unluckily, depending 

on one’s point of view, careening down a very steep gorge.  
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As he plummeted down the auspicious or unfortunate ravine—again depending on one’s 

point of view—tumbling, screaming, and roaring in pain as he hit tree after tree and boulder after 

boulder along the way, he had just enough time to consider how he ended up in this less-than-

laughable predicament. 

He found himself dangerously deep in the harsh jungles of Eden on the most important quest 

in Gargarean history. All Pangaean history truth be told. Having embarked on the impossible 

quest to fulfill the rite of passage no boy his age could risk walking away from…or failing for 

that matter… 

A dare. 

Achilles. Son of the great King Heracles: fearsome Rex of Gargarei. Spawn of the great 

Queen Hippolyta: dreaded Rex of Anatolia. Younger brother to Hercules: slayer of the terrible 

Nemean Lion and—damn if those boulders don’t hurt—Synope: slayer of the monstrous Gigan 

reptile Sachamama. The Myrmidon käealune. And the destined one.  

Who only a few moments ago was stuck high up in a tree lamenting the whipping he was 

certain to receive—suddenly a very fond memory all things considered.  

Though not yet a Myrmidon, he was expected to be. As a young Wolven noble, a prince, of 

one of the two Kindred species, Achilles was expected to be a lot of things. Precisely at this 

moment, he was expected to be home preparing for the Lupercalia Festival in Ephesus, the 

neutral city where the two Kindred species’ warriors—the Panthera Amazon of Anatolia, and 

Wolven Myrmidon of Gargarei—gather to procreate. 

At nineteen hundred years old, Achilles was still too young to mate this season, and more 

importantly, had not finished his käealune training; the final step of apprenticeship before the 
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real Myrmidon training begins. Still, he was required to present himself to the young would-be 

Amazons of Anatolia for inspection, mostly one in particular. But he wasn’t home preparing or 

training as he should be. 

Instead, he was falling down a very, very, extremely, very deep ravine.  

Finally, mercifully, thankfully, he reached the bottom with a dreadful, conclusive crunch. 

Before he lost consciousness, he heard Club’s heartbreaking moan—their connection sometimes 

stronger than either of them would like. 

I told you so…Club thought at him. 

(scenes removed for preview) 

#2# 

Artemis 

 

The morning sun, just cresting over the horizon, lit the jungle various shades of orange and 

yellow, kissing the canopy gently as the rest of the rainforest awoke, save for the nocturnal 

creatures who settled in for their daytime slumber. 

The Amazonian käealune jumped clear across the wide stream—dangerously farther than she 

should have risked—landing on the thick branch of the far tree with the expected grace of a 

Panthera. Liker her pursuer, she had tapped into her power just enough to grant her the enhanced 

speed and agility she needed—their eyes yellow and their fangs just showing. Her pursuer 

stopped cold, nearly falling off—the jump farther than she herself had tried before. From nearly 

eighty meters up, the fall would have surely hurt. 
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“You’re not gonna let a little water scare you, are you?” Artemis teased the other girl 

playfully, an impish grin adorning her lips. Like their male counterparts, Panthera had similarly 

light, earth-tone colors, soft to the eyes: males; shades of red, orange, or yellow, females; blue, 

violet, or green. Hers was deep violet, her companion’s light-green. 

Myrine scowled. Without warning or explanation, Artemis had started pushing herself over 

the past few months (more so recently) to the point of being irresponsible and her käealunea 

sisters were starting to worry. That an Amazon had to push herself to the point of insanity to 

protect Anatolia was a given, but Artemis wasn’t an Amazon yet, and she seemed to be 

needlessly risking her life and not just for the mere pleasure of it; which would have at least 

made sense. She seemed more to be risking it to escape her life—an alarming circumstance to 

say the least. When she wasn’t around, they whispered of it, afraid that if they confronted her 

directly, it would make matters worse. Still, she had to chase, Artemis left her no choice. She 

backed up a few meters to get a running start. Tapping into her Panthera form just a bit more, 

and her dark-green enchanted runes, she dug in her heels and sprinted. 

“Cauldronshit!” Artemis cursed as Myrine hit the apex of her jump. She should have been 

running not gawking, the girl was going to land right in front of her. Laughing, she bolted, her 

own light-purple runes immediately lighting up. 

Playing the first game taught to them as cubs—hunter/prey—they moved just under the 

jungle canopy, sometimes soaring over it briefly in amazing acrobatic displays, accentuated by 

their laughter and occasional roaring. Even in their human forms, the power and grace with 

which they moved attested to their feral, feline nature.  
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“Not fair!” Myrine complained after Artemis hit an even longer jump. “Is she trying to get 

herself killed?” she asked under her breath. “Show off!” needing two jumps to equal it. 

Fleeing and chasing, however, wasn’t enough. The prey had to push the hunter to her limits. 

Forcing her to make somersaulting, twisting leaps, defying both gravity and logic, through the 

smallest of gaps and on the thinnest of branches. The point was to disturb as little of the flora as 

possible during the pursuit. Outrunning or catching your opponent wasn’t enough. 

Artemis let herself fall deep into the game, tuning her body, mind, and just as important, the 

magical energy coursing through her veins, into balance with the wilderness around her. Thin 

branches that should have broken as she danced across them, barely felt the pressure of her 

weight, her feet kissing every surface they touched. She, like Myrine, had removed her greaves 

and sandals to better connect with their surroundings. She moved seamlessly from sprinting with 

her two legs to running on all fours. Her heart raced. And from more than just the exertion. The 

farther she got from Anatolia, the more her mood brightened, donning a smile from ear to ear as 

the wind swept across her face, causing her hair to flap freely. 

Would that her soul could fly just as free… 

Most days, running away—fleeing from her mother, abandoning the Kodea, losing herself 

not only inside but to Eden—seemed the only way she would survive the expectations placed on 

her. So, for now, she felt content to let herself go spiritually. The game, the fantasy, both more 

than just an escape, were a therapy of sorts. Though from time to time, more than she wanted to 

admit, she considered making the fantasy a reality. The only thing that kept her grounded, kept 

her from surrendering to the fantasy, was her bond with her käealunea sisters. A bond that had 

been fractured of late. A situation of her own making. Still, the idea of abandoning them turning 
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her stomach when she let herself dwell on it longer and far more seriously than she should have. 

So, with Myrine in hot pursuit, she decided today would not be a good day to do it.  

The sisterhood, she sighed. They do know what they’re doing, don’t they? And why not? 

They’ve been doing it for millions of years. I’ll probably end up forcing the Creator forsaken 

dogma on my own children… 

That stray thought threatened to end her happy mood. She attempted to squash it with her 

usual practiced precision but failed, so she sprinted a little faster, hoping to outrun it. 

 

(scenes removed for preview) 

 

Penthesilea could easily see how much this upcoming event was affecting her young niece, 

so she recommended she and Myrine go out on patrol as a training exercise. A chance to get out 

of Themiscyra for a day or so and clear her head. But before she left her aunt gave her a warning. 

“I snuck off to Ephesus too when I was your age. So, did your mom. We all did it with our 

sisters. We all needed to. But when you return from this I need you to remember your duty. The 

empire is everything, Artemis, and you are its future.”  

As if she needed to hear that again. Will I be that stupid, that cold, when I’m fifty-thousand 

years old? Not if I get out… 

As If I ever could really…knowing the most she could ever allow herself was a small escape 

now and again. And so here they were, deep inside Eden, several kilometers from Anatolia’s safe 

borders patrolling a meaningless route where nothing ever happened.  
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At least it stopped raining, and it got me away from mom and out of Anatolia, but most 

importantly, away from all the cauldronshit. At least for a little while. The truth was, she 

realized, she would likely never truly escape any of it. 

Sighing, she reached out with her senses, trying to distract herself. She heard the various 

animals carrying on with their day without so much as a glance at the two trespassers. The log 

she sat on with her feet dangling, shifted slightly as a small five-meter Gigan slithered away 

underneath in search of food, apparently having sized up the two girls. She admired a small 

resplendent quetzal perched atop a branch, the rare bird looking at her and her companion.  

Admiring us too? Not likely. The forest teemed with the sights and sounds she was 

accustomed to, so why do I feel so dead? 

“Pangaea to Artemis? Hellooo? Artemis!” Artemis finally snapped out of it, looking at her 

sister wearily. “Where’d you go? You’ve been out of it the whole morning.” 

Artemis smiled sullenly. “Remember last season, during the festival? We snuck in to see…oh 

what was their name?” She bit her lip, digging through her mind for the useless triviality. “The 

second band…” she looked at Myrine for the answer, but she struggled with it too. “The one 

with the hot lead Magi Elf” she added hopefully. 

“Tombstone Lollipop!” Myrine remembered. “Oh yeah, they had that Deva drummer…” 

instinctively swinging her hips to the beat. 

“Yes!” Artemis agreed. 

“He actually-” 

“Played real drums!” they both finished laughing. 
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“I remember dreaming about those four arms…and those hands for months” Myrine 

admitted shamelessly. 

Artemis blushed. “I don’t think you were the only one.” 

“I remember you snuck off with the older boy, he was so young and naïve, fresh out of his 

käealune training” she teased. “You were gone for a while…and you never did tell us what 

happened…” 

“Nothing” she said.  

“Come on Artie…what happens in Ephesus stays in Ephesus” she teased. She said it in jest, 

as did most Kindred, but the phrase was more than just a simple term. Much more than a joke. It 

represented freedom from the Kodea and all its unforgiving rules. In Ephesus, and only in 

Ephesus, warriors of both the tribes could be uninhibited. They could even…submit. Not just to 

their consorts and mates, or meaningless trysts, but to their own desires. 

“Nothing. I swear!” after still receiving an unbelieving glare from Myrine. 

“Why are you bringing this up now? Regrets?” she asked wryly. 

“No. After I left him…wanting”-she teased smiling, making Myrine giggle-“I walked for a 

bit. Ended up alone. Somehow I got past the sentries that guard the Meru.” She paused, reflecting 

on the moment. “I walked under it” looking at Myrine directly after her confession. 

“That’s forbidden Artie” her sister chastised softly, awed by the brazenness of her act. 

Princess or not, destined one or not, there would have been dire consequences if she were caught, 

more so than being there in the first place. She had to obey the sacred laws same as anyone. The 

first trespass on Ephesus was an unspoken rite of passage, easily forgiven after a vain whipping, 

but the other, that was pure heresy. “What happened?” 
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I cried. I cried like the world was on fire. As if Eden itself were murdered and our empires 

were left nothing but heaps of smoldering ashes. But she couldn’t say that out loud. She was long 

past the age when showing that kind of pain was acceptable for a Kindred warrior.  

More than that, she was afraid to tell Myrine that the waterfall, its sacred healing waters, felt 

like needle-pricks of fire against her flesh. It burned her skin. But she didn’t jump out of the way. 

She felt the Kerepakupai Meru was punishing her, all of them, for a sin she didn’t fully 

understand. Then it went deeper. The waterfall itself trying to speak to her. Warning her, all of 

them, to turn back from their sin. Violence? That would never happen. Might as well ask a 

Kindred to stop breathing! she yelled at it. 

Her skin started to smoke, the fall’s intensity rising. Is this because of the sacred trees? Tell 

me! But no answer came. The Kindred had never apologized. Not to any of the empires. Not to 

Pangaea. And certainly not to Eden herself for what they had done. 

The Kindred coveted Eden. Worshipped it as much as they did their Kodea; the guide by 

which their warriors train, live, and die. And they would die to the last cub to protect their 

blessed home. But Artemis wasn’t sure they truly respected it—as angry at Eden as they were at 

the Creator for being born last. Being born weaker. And they took out their anger on her most 

consecrated monuments.  

In the early days of their empires, the Kindred had little choice. Both empires built their cities 

and villages from the sacred trees before they learned to harvest them using magic, having 

murdered thousands of trees before the Nawālli; their neighbors on Pangaea’s northwestern coast 

in the province of Quivira, showed them how. 

A grave sin many in Pangaea have not forgiven.  
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A sin Eden herself may never forgive. 

Her eyes yellowed. Her rage simmered. The falls boiled. A childish test of wills against the 

very lifeblood of Eden itself. All Pangaea truth be told. The Ayotha Amirtha Gangai; the “River 

of Life”, splits the continent in two, starting from the top of the world near the Elven province of 

Alfheim and ending where she stood.  

For a moment, she believed the fall itself was trying to kill her. 

She fell to her knees. The fury, not the pain, causing her to weep. She relished the pain as all 

Amazons did. Worshipped it as a god. Maybe because deep down inside, in their collective 

consciousness, they all felt they deserved the pain. A punishment for all their sins, those known 

and those yet undiscovered. She screamed—her eyes darkening, her fangs protruding, her skin 

furring as the water burned her flesh, muscle, and bone. 

She would die before she yielded.  

I’m sorry! Not with her mind, she never thought it, but with her body. She fell to the floor in 

supplication but she would never say it. As an Amazon she could. But only to another Amazon. 

And only in a rare moment. I’m sorry! Please! her body screamed again. Never out loud. I 

won’t! I won’t say it! A stubbornness fueled by resentment the entire culture fed upon. More 

nourishment than any food or drink could ever provide. 

Eden cherished her children. Despite their sins, the jungle protected them in ways no one 

could ever fathom. The water cooled. Her flesh healed. And she wept. 

Before she passed out, she thought she heard Eden whisper ‘magic…is killing you…’ 

“Artie, what happened? Myrine asked again. 
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“Nothing special” she lied. “Except that I could hear the jungle better than I ever had before. 

Smell it in ways I hadn’t imagined. That was pretty cool.” That much was at least true. She 

shook her head. There was more to it, much more, but she didn’t understand some of it, so she 

said nothing. “I walked a little more afterward, beyond the border, near the cliff. I saw Asgard 

through the trees clear as day. So beautiful just floating up there. So peaceful. I tried imagining 

what it would be like to fly, live up there with the stars.  

I’d never thought of it before. My whole life I’d never thought of it.” She paused, trying to 

recollect if that were true, shaking her head in disbelief. “I don’t think I hated anything more in 

my life than I did them at that moment.” She lowered her head, her eyes dimming in shame, 

leaving Myrine somewhat confused. 

“We’re supposed to hate them. They’re our enemies!” she reminded. 

“We invite them to our city. Break bread with them. Drink, dance…mate with them” Artemis 

retorted, dumbfounded she actually had to explain it. 

“To make us stronger! It’s our duty” she scolded her käealune sister. “What is going on with 

you lately? This isn’t good, käe.” 

She frowned at Myrine, a sternness to her features born of a false feeling of betrayal but 

immediately softened. The käealune didn’t mean anything by it. It was her duty, all their duty to 

remind each other constantly of the principles of the Kodea: The failure of one is the failure of 

the empire.  

“Guess that’s enough excitement for one trip” she said, seized again by the melancholy she 

had sought to escape. A melancholy she had become accustomed to. She often wondered if her 
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brother felt the same, remembering what Synope had told her about him, lamenting whether 

either had the courage to change their fates. 

“What were you expecting out here today, Artemis?” she asked after a moment, hoping to 

break the tension. “That cute little Myrmidon?” hoping to lift her spirits. 

“An Unborn invasion would have been nice.” 

“Don’t say that! You’ll bring them down on us!” Artemis laughed hard. The old superstitions 

many still believed amused her. “It’s not funny!” Myrine complained, looking around as if an 

Unborn invasion were truly moments away from happening. 

“It’s actually pretty funny.” 

“It won’t be when they show up, take us away, and eat us!” 

“Ha! I’d like to see them try.” She stood, grabbing her things.  

“I wouldn’t!” 

“Relax” looking at her sister with sympathetic bewilderment, the very idea so laughable she 

couldn’t comprehend how anyone could still believe it. “You don’t really think the Unborn are 

going to drop out of the sky right here and right now and eat us…do you?” 

Then came the crashing and the screaming and the roaring. 

Followed by a very loud thud. 
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